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The True PEACE 

Once upon a time in a big big mansion there was a huge family, that family was rich, but the family 

didn’t respect their relatives, they fight and scream a lot. The mother´s name was Susana, the 

father´s name was Gerardo they were 2 brothers and 1 sister, the brothers’ names were Diego, and 

Rodrigo, the sister’s name was Rebeca. 

Rodrigo was playing Clash Royale for a few hours but Diego wanted to play Clash Royale and the 

father said “If you two don’t stop fighting for the tablet I’m going to punish you for a week, because 

do not know how to agree!” then Diego said “But I didn’t play anything why you will punish me? 

why!” The mom said “if you continue fighting I’m not giving you breakfast ok?” the boys said “ok 

mom we will stop fighting”. Rebeca finish all your breakfast “Mom, I finished breakfast can I go to the 

party please? The mom said “yes darling but you come and you show me the outfit ok Rebeca says 

“yes mom I will come and show you the outfit” the parents said “Rodrigo let Diego play for 3 hours 

because you play 3hours too” Rebeca said “Mom I’m here Am I good?” the mom said “Yes you’re 

perfect! Boys is Rebeca fine in her outfit?’” the boys answered “yes mom she is perfect!” (they 

smile) That day everything goes perfect except for one thing, Rodrigo was mad because his parents 

removed the tablet out of his hands and he wants to prank his brother because he is jealous of him. 

The next day Diego had a mustache in his face he doesn’t like it he wants revenge he wants to 

prank Rodrigo too. Here it comes the revenge about the mustache, Diego wants to do the same 

prank to Rodrigo. Diego said “I need to be like a spy so quietly like cockroach jijijij” he paints the 

mustache in his face, it’s a big mustache and it’s Italian. Then Diego said “I got it “in the morning 

mom prepared delicious waffles Rebecca came down like a flash. Rebecca said “Mom I need 

waffles so many waffles, all the waffles please” the boys came down walking. The mom said 

“Rodrigo what is that thing that you have in your face?” Rodrigo answers “Nothing, why do you say 

that mom?” Diego said “because you have a mustache on it go and check it please because I want 

to laugh and I didn’t put the mustache right?” 



Rodrigo went to the bathroom and check if he had a mustache, he wiped it off Rodrigo said “I know 

that you did it Diego and I am so mad I’m full of madness, I’m so mad at you!!!” Diego said “but I 

said that I didn’t do anything, it was Rebecca!. The mom said “Rebecca didn’t do anything she is an 

angel look to her, but stop fighting again come and I’m not asking come and eat in this moment!” 

The dad said “you heard your mom come in this moment. Rodrigo take a seat beside Rebecca and 

you Diego beside me and no one else I don’t want to see you again fighting!” Diego and Rodrigo 

threw the food on Rebecca, Rebecca started fighting. The parents were so sad and the parents said 

“Go to your rooms we’re mad with Rebecca, Rodrigo and Diego we don’t want to see you out of 

your rooms you are punished ok you will not eat you hear us!”  

The next day all the kids said “mom dad can you forgive us please” (they put sad faces) parents 

said “yes we can forgive that moment well I think we are again a happy family!” they ate and the 

father said “I will go to the shop and buy 2 new tablets for you to play but for Rodrigo no because he 

had 1 tablet already “Rodrigo screams “But why you will not buy me a tablet why not I had one yes 

but that one is like trash and I need another one I need one tablet one new tablet ok!” the parents 

said “you had one we will not buy another for you the one you had is super but Rebecca and Diego 

don’t had any tablet so to you no” Rebecca said “yes mom I need it and a need an USB to please to 

do school work please If you can” the mom said “yes darling we will buy an USB for the three ok for 

your work, Rodrigo was mad because he doesn’t get a tablet. The kids said “mom we enter to a 

peace campaign where we work to be the best kids in the house!” The mom and dad were so happy 

the parents said “what joy we must learn to respect ourselves in the big and small things to be 

tolerant to love us and we will live in calm and happy.” when they enter to the campaign everything 

goes perfect they didn’t fight again they are three angels floating in the sky they where angels 

because they hug the peace they love the peace THE END. 

The moral was: if all people will respect they would not be any lawsuits there will not be insecurity 

there would be no wars the world well be at peace. I invite us to practice this and let’s make a 

happier world. 


